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Abstract—This work-in-progress paper presents an on-line
system for robotic heads capable of mimicking humans. The
marker-less method solely depends on the interactant’s face as
an input and does not use a set of basic emotions and is thus
capable of displaying a large variety of facial expressions. A
preliminary evaluation assigns solid performance with potential
for improvement.
I. MIMICRY IN SOCIAL ROBOTICS
Mimicry of facial expressions (c.f. [1] for a comprehensive
overview) is an automatic process that has been reported to
occur at around five times a minute in human beings [2].
It is believed to facilitate face-to-face interaction between
interlocutors and has positive effects for both the mimicker
and the one being imitated [3]. For example, the affiliation
between two interaction partners is being increased with the
help of mimicry [4].
To have robots engage in an interaction to a higher degree,
and thus be socially more intelligent, it is desirable to give
them the capability of mimicking human facial expressions.
With such a system, a robot would be able to express a
certain amount of empathy towards a human.
A system enabling the robot to mimic a human has to
work in an on-line fashion, and be robust plus flexible.
Most existing mimicry-systems for robots today classify a
fixed set of facial expressions (e.g. six basic emotions, [5])
and then generate the corresponding pre-modeled posture
or a combination of them which is then displayed on the
robot. [6] however, use a regression to learn direct motor
mappings from facial images. This way, arbitrary postures
can be displayed on the robot without the need to classify
facial expressions beforehand. Also, the method does not
need markers in the interactant’s face or a feature point
extraction because the raw image is used as an input for
the regression. Therefore, one does not need to prepare an
interaction partner in any way for the imitation to work.
II. A ROBOTIC IMITATION SYSTEM
In [6], various methods for learning the relation between
input image and posture have been shown to have compara-
ble performances. Their results however are solely based on
an off-line evaluation with pre-recorded set of images from
the same camera. Our goal in this work has been to improve
the proposed method and establish a system that has the same
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Fig. 1. A robotic head Flobi (simulated) imitates the facial expression of
a human in front of a web cam. The green rectangle on the left marks the
input image determined by a face detector. Motor values (perc.) for each
actuator are given at the respective joints.
flexibility and accuracy as before but being implemented as
an on-line system on a robot that runs in real-time and can
be continuously improved by further learning.
Our system is specifically trained for the robotic head
“Flobi” [7] that has 15 degrees of freedom for facial expres-
sions but can in principle be extended to other robots that
have similar expressive capabilities. It relies on a standard
face detection algorithm [8] which cuts out the face from
the camera input image. The gray-scale image of the facial
region is then histogram-normalized to floating point values
between [0..1] and scaled to a 64x64 image. For the regres-
sion, parts with no information about the facial expression,
mostly the lower corners of the image and nose region, have
been masked out, leaving a 2614-dimensional input vector
remaining.
For the prediction of the robots posture, a regression
on top of a topology-learning ART (Adaptive Resonance
Theory) neuronal network [9] is used. It uses the image
vector directly to predict a 15-dimensional posture where
each of the dimensions describes the position of one actuator
in the range of [0..1]. This method is well-suited because it
runs in real-time, and can be trained on-line. Please refer to
Fig. 1 for an example of the imitation. The input is depicted
on the left side, as well as the resulting posture on the right
side.
III. TRAINING PROCEDURE
Although the prediction can in principle be learned com-
pletely on-line, best results are achieved when training
models beforehand. Existing models can then be adjusted
during runtime. For learning the relation between a human
facial expression and a posture, 27 people have been placed
in front of the robot with the task to imitate the robot’s
face. Nine of the participants were female, some had facial
hair or glasses. Altogether 30 facial expressions per person
Fig. 2. Example training images for three of the participants. People try
to approximate the robot’s facial expression which is then recorded by the
experimenter. Each image is transformed multiple times to match different
lighting conditions.
have been recorded and stored in conjunction with the
corresponding robot posture.
To be more robust against potential changes in lighting or
recording properties when changing location, face detector,
or camera, the training mass has been enlarged by scaling and
translating the image (+/-1 pixel), and altering its contrast,
saturation, gamma, brightness, and hue by approximately +/-
1-2 percent. A total of 8748 images per person and posture
has been used in the training procedure. See Fig. 2 for an
example of training pairs.
IV. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
First results show that, although our predicted posture has
more degrees of freedom, the prediction functions at least as
good as reported in [6]. In the best performing configuration,
the network has been trained with parameters φ = 0, β =
0.0, τ = 200, and ρ = 0.9. The approximate reconstruction
error lies at 0.04. However, if the error function disregards
actuators that should not differ from the default value, i.e.
only moving joints are considered, the average error lies at
around 0.18. Contrary, if only actuators are measured that
are supposed to predict the default value, the error is only at
0.02. Fig. 3 illustrates the results.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of prediction errors by train iteration. On the left, the
average error is splitted by overall error (dotted), and actuators that should
predict the default value (dashed) and those that are supposed to deviate
from default (solid). The latter is broken down by individual actuator on
the right side.
The results indicate that the chosen training and prediction
methods perform well enough to be established as an on-line
imitation system for a robotic head. They are confirmed by
first tests with other types of cameras and lighting conditions,
where the prediction did not lose much of its precision. The
relatively high error for alternating actuators and fairly low
error for default predictions suggest that a posture close to
default is predicted in a high number of cases. Training
thus could still be improved, for example by acquiring a
greater number of training images from different people or
incorporating other input sources.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have presented a system that is able to
mimic facial expressions of a human interlocutor. It uses a
regression on a topological ART network to map the input
image of a human face to the posture of a robotic head. Our
method runs in real time and can be improved by on-line
learning. The system’s performance is comparable to other
off-line methods which is approved by a preliminary evalu-
ation. Our approach also has the potential to be improved,
for example by including additional training material.
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